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准Speaking Scoring Criteria of Next Generation iBT TOEFL Test In

the Speaking section， you will receive a score of 0 through 5； this

score of 0 through then be converted to a scaled score out of 30. The

criteria for Speaking scores of 0 through 4 are listed below.新托福阅

读和听力评分标准DETERMINE READING AND LISTENING

COMPLETE TEST SCORES To determine a scaled score in a

Reading or Listening Complete Test section， you must first

determine the number of points you received in the section. In

Listening， you simply need to count the number of questions you

answered correctly （out of 34） because the number of points is

the number of questions you answered correctly. In Reading， you

must determine the number of points you received on the last

question of each reading （numbers 13， 26， and 39） before you

can determine the total number of points. The last question of each

reading is a chart question that is worth more than one point， and

you may receive partial credit for a partially correct answer. （For

example， perhaps a question is worth three points and has 6 correct

answers. If you correctly answer all 6， then you get 3 points. If you

correctly answer 4 or 5， then you get 2 points. If you correctly

answer 2 or 3， then you get 1 point. If you por？tly answer 0 or 1，

then you get 0 points.） After you have determined the number of

points you have earned on the chart questions， add this number to



the number correct on the rest of questions 1 through 39 to

determine your total points out of 45. When you know the total

points you received in a Reading or Listening Mini-Test section，

you can refer to the following irt to determine your scaled score out

of 30 for this section. 新托福写作评分标准UNDERSTAND

WRITING SCORING CRITERIAIn the Writing section， you will

receive a score of 0 through 5； this score of 0 through 5 will then be

converted to a scaled score out of 30. The criteria for Writing scores

of 0 through 5 are listed below. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试

题目直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


